QA/QC Specialist
Location: Caesarea, Israel
Started in 2000 in Israel, Spectrum Dynamics is today a leading company in the development and commercialization of
nuclear medicine capital equipment and software solutions. Initially the company focused on cardiac SPECT (single photon
emission computer tomography) where Spectrum led a number of key innovations leading to improved imaging quality,
patient throughput, lower radiation dosage for patients and ultimately improved diagnostic accuracy. After gaining the # 1
position in cardiac ahead of industry giants like GE, Siemens and Philips the company focused its attention on full body
imaging market 16X larger than cardiac. Utilizing the tried-and-proven technology from cardiac combined with innovative
new scanning methodology Spectrum unveiled its industry-transforming multi-organ scanner VERITON and VERITON-CT in
October 2017. Like the cardiac product VERITON brings significant benefits to clinicians, hospital administrations and patients
alike which will allow the company to enter a phase of high transformational growth in coming years. The company has
offices in Switzerland, USA, Israel, Hong Kong, Shanghai and Tokyo and is a fast-growing, truly global, company.

Position Responsibilities
Maintains compliance to identified quality requirements, SOP’s, International standards, policies
across the company operation and manufacturing activity.
Supplier’s evaluation and control;
CAPA's follow up
Follow up company training programs
Final products quality control and release.
Device History Record maintenance
Documentation control and release
Recommending improvement plans.
Based in Caesarea and part of QA Team

Experiences, Knowledge, Skills and Abilities
Practical Engineer or BA/BS degree (preferably in Electronics/Mechanics)
Good written and oral communication with exceptional organizational skills.
Demonstrated ability to work in a team environment and manage projects independently
Experience with Supplier Management Programs.
Ability to demonstrate high personal work standards and a sense of urgency about results; do
everything possible to meet goals and deadlines; persist in the face of repeated challenges; accept
responsibility for the outcomes of his/her own work
Ability to establish personal standards of quality from own work processes, products and/or
services; identify and apply "best practices" in own work; improve the efficiency of own works by
eliminating barriers and streamlining work processes; measure and track own performance.
Ability to earn trust and credibility by completing own share of the team's work; place team
priorities above own personal agenda; appropriately consider other's opinions on matters that affect
the team. Challenge proposed actions in a way that facilitates constructive discussion; support team
decisions, even if different from own opinion.
Applications
Please submit job applications by email to HR@spectrum-dynamics.com

